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INTRODUCTION

The Red Network is one of the number of socialist networks that

exist inside People Before Profit. We Reds enthusiastically build

the main party while putting forward our own distinct working

class take on things. We think the main party can grow if we

have open debates about socialist strategies and tactics - then

we should link arms and join the struggles of the working class

as one.

If you join the Red Network you are committing yourself to

building People Before Profit branches as well as throwing

yourself into wider campaigns, protest movements and strikes.

As a new network we feel there are some misunderstandings

about our politics going around - this is our chance to clarify

who we are and what we really want.
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REVOLUTION

We’re revolutionary socialists. It’s important to point out exactly

what wemean by “revolution”. For many Irish workers talk of

revolution would conjure up images of 1916 and a small band of

heroic fighters taking up arms.

For us revolution is a deeper process that involves tens of

thousands of workers taking part in people power protests

and strikes, taking over their workplaces and challenging the

establishment, pushing forward until we have a new system.

Revolutionmeans changingone system for another. The current

system, capitalism, puts the profits of the bosses before the

interests of the people. Socialism, on the other hand, represents

a huge extension of democracy so that workers get to decide how

we use the wealth we workers create.

Anything less than that is just reform of the current system. But

why can’t the current system just be “reformed?”
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REVOLUTION

We are forwinning reforms - a higher wage here, save a hospital

from closure there - but these partial victories are often eroded

once struggle drops. A victory for our class on one front is often

taken back on another - as long as the bosses and their political

servants run the show.

The bosses control society in many ways - they have huge

economic power, people like tax exile Denis O’Brien or beef

baron Larry Goodman have billions. That economic cloutmeans

they can threaten any government to play ball or they’ll use their

money to weaken the economy - they can lay off thousands of

workers.

They can use that power to engage in sabotage. The class that

controls the factories and offices also controls themedia. We all

knowhowRTE reports onprotests and strikes and the billionaire

owned private media is worse.

The boss class - or capitalists - also control what’s called the

“deep state”. The Dáil is just a front, a puppet show, but behind

the scenes the state is made up of unelected bureaucrats, civil

servants, people who are loyal to the bosses and often drawn

from the Golden Circle, from the boss class.

When Sinn Féin went into Leinster House after the last election

to discuss government formation they had to meet senior

civil servant Martin Fraser. Fraser had previously advised the

government and recommended austerity during the years after

the banking crash.

Any party wishing to form a government meets with the senior
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THE POLITICS OF THE RED NETWORK

civil servants and negotiates a programme for government -

within parameters set by the system. That’s the deal. As the saying

goes: if voting could really change things, they’d abolish it.

Mostworkerswant to see Sinn Féin kick out Fianna Fáil and Fine

Gael. We’ve had 70 years of those posh clowns destroying this

country and screwing over workers. Socialists want to see the

end of these right wing governments too.

But we also have to warn other workers that it’s not enough to

just switch out the people who go on the telly and shout at each

other in the Dáil - behind that muppet show there’s a whole

machine made up of people loyal to capitalism. We have to tell

the truth.

Over the last 120 years, across the world, left government after

left government has been pulled into managing the system,

discrediting themselves and handing politics back to the es-

tablishment.

Just look at Labour over in Britain, Syriza in Greece, the Social

Democrats in Sweden, the far left in Iceland or a dozen examples

across South America. Why does it happen over and over?

Every single government under this system is a coalition with

the right - even a government fully made up of left parties -

because the establishment controls the state machine. They

control the civil service, the army command and the cops.

The red network is the only network in People Before Profit that

offers this clarity on left government and the rotten Irish state.
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REVOLUTION

We think socialists have to be straight with people - worker to

worker.

The system cannot be reformed, you can win reforms but they

don’t change the system. In every fight for our class we have

to point out the reality of the system in a way other workers

understand.

WeReds say let’swelcome a left government and kick out Fianna

Fáil and Fine Gael. We say put Mary Lou McDonald of Sinn

Féin in as Taoiseach, we say that Sinn Féin should look left

instead of allowing the greedy gombeen goblins in Fianna Fáil

into coalition with them.

But we’ve studied the history of the traitorous Labour Party and

of the useless middle class Greens and we know that socialists

can’t just join a government as a tiny minority and expect to

force a government that operates within the rules of the current

system to break with that system.

So we would gladly support Mary LouMcDonald as Taoiseach

from outsideher government - offering support on a case by case

basis - as long as the government was delivering on housing,

on health and on improvements for us workers.

We’re not into themercs and perks that have corrupted somany

TDs over decades. Socialists are in the Dáil to do a job - to force

asmany concessions as possible from the system, by stirring up

revolt and by preparing the working class for a confrontation

with the system.
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When the rich move against a left government, or the establish-

ment state does,wewouldmobiliseworkers on the streets and in

the workplaces to resist and push them back. A left government

starts a tug of war - the rich pull on one side, we have to be

organised to pull the other way.

Sinn Féin talk about balancing the interests of workers and

bosses. They say they are “pro-business”. Mary LouMcDonald

says Sinn Féin will not tax business into “oblivion” and has a

deep interest in promoting successful businesses, which share

“common goals” with her party.

She has also described corporate foreign direct investment as a

“core component of the investment landscape” and said Sinn

Féin has a “vested interest in commercial and business success”.

They want to leave the tax haven economy as it is - with a few

tweaks here and there.

Speaking to an audience of Dublin business leaders she said: “I

want to say to you very clearly: I don’t see our interests at odds.

I think we share common interests and common goals.”

They do this at the same time as talking about more social

housing and windfall taxes on the energy firms - But when

you’re in the middle of a global cost of living crisis you have

to choose a side. A better life for working class people means

taking the wealth we’ve created back from the rich.

As long as the rich control the wealth we will end up back where

we started because they will always push for more - they’re

greedy pigs. In fact the whole approach that says the bosses are
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REVOLUTION

our “partners”which our union leaders have chased for decades

has led to defeat after defeat for the working class.

The rich are our exploiters - not our partners. Partnership has

seen the wage share of the economy - the share of the economy

going to workers - fall from 70% to just 35%.

And it’s not just the cost of living crisis and housing crisis we

have to worry about. At some point soon the global weather

chaos caused by big polluting corporations will lead to crop

failures and serious conflict over water.

Only a working class revolution offers a way out. You can’t go

into “partnership” with a dying system - tying yourself to a

system that’s going over a cliff.

What do other networks in People Before Profit say about

left government and revolution? There are 3 networks at the

moment. There’s the Socialst Workers Network (SWN), Rise

and the Red Network.

All the networks are made up of committed activists who want

to see a better life for working class people and the oppressed.

We say that because often debates about theory are presented

as “personal” attacks. That’s just silly - these are important

strategic and tactical debates and we have to have them out in

the open.

While we respect the activism and commitment of people in the

other networks, we think they’re on the wrong track.
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The SWN used to have the exact same position as the Red

Network. They were for support for a left government on a case

by case basis from outside the government. That way you don’t

get trapped by the system and demoralise your own supporters.

But they decided that it was too hard to tell the truth to workers

and they needed a more popular position on left government.

To the public they say: “if Sinn Féinmeets our core demands we

will go into government”.

There are two problems here:

Firstly the insinuation that they actually want to go into gov-

ernment with Sinn Féin, which just isn’t true. Secondly, they’re

suggesting that Sinn Féin might adopt their socialist core

demands. That’s just not going to happen.

There is also a problem in that the core principles would need

to be explained to workers long before any election - yet they

have not yet even been published internally, the argument being

that “things change” and wemight have to change those core

demands.

Their position on left government is an attempt to have your

cake and eat it.

You tell the working class you’ll go into government and then

in the middle of the negotiations you walk out over some issue

you haven’t adequately explained. Most people will be pissed

off with the socialists forwalking out after you’ve spent years

building up an expectation you’re going in.
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REVOLUTION

“Yeah we’re going into government if negotiations go well!”

then you don’t do it. And they don’t think Sinn Féin and the

establishment media will spin the walkout to make the left look

childish? Their strategy on left government is just putting a

noose around their own necks for fear of being upfront now.

We can’t think of one single example in the history of revolution-

ary socialism where lying to workers was considered a “tactic?”

From Connolly to Lenin - past socialists were very flexible in

their tactics but rock solid in their principles. Whenever they

had to retreat or make a temporary compromise they told the

truth to workers about what they were doing and why they were

doing it.

They never treated the working class as a bunch of kids to be

“tricked” into supporting the socialist left. That’s because no

revolution can be successful without the working class being

“in on” the revolution.

The 40 something thousand people who vote radical left need to

be engaged by us in a constant process of debate and discussion

to raise their political level - while pulling them into struggle.

Of course we knowmost people don’t join a revolt until they feel

there’s no other choice, a left government is part of that process

of education, workers will learn from the experience of a left

government that left government is not enough.

But whether the experience of a left government leads to mass

education or massive demoralisation depends on there being

a layer of working class leaders who are already clued in from
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the get go and can explain the failings of a left government in

workplaces and communities, day in, day out.

Where is the strategy for building that layer of workers? It

never happens automatically and history always punishes those

socialists who believe it does.

The SWN have also shifted their internal position. They may

not actually want to go into government with Sinn Féin, they’ll

just tell everyone they do, but they do now say you can go into

government “with a Corbyn type”.

The argument is that revolutionary socialists could join a gov-

ernment with softer left groups and then try to pressure the

softer left to challenge the system. The argument goes that you

call onworkers tomobilise on the streets and in theirworkplaces

and then “rupture” the system.

But the soft left “Corbyn types”willalways sabotageanyattempt

to go beyond the current system. That’s why there isn’t one

single example of this working, anywhere. Not one. Now that

says something. It’s not very scientific to propose made up

strategies that have never worked is it?

And anyway who in Ireland is like Jeremy Corbyn? Irish Labour

are just an establishment party, the Social Democrats are a tame

offshoot of Labour. The argument that you can go in with these

timid reformists and break the system from inside a capitalist

government is really just a way to justify the SWN’s external

line on Sinn Féin so they don’t feel inconsistent.
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REVOLUTION

Many SWNmembers will tell you that they agree with the Red

Network’s view on revolution and the state but then they keep

that a secret at small socialist meetings inside People Before

Profit. They don’t understand that they don’t actually agree

with us - because we’re for being straight with workers in public.

And small socialist theoretical meetings inside the larger party

might be good for educating tiny groups of students (even then

they get a very abstract education) - but real education is tied to

struggle and about being open with our periphery and bringing

them into debates on tactics.

The red network believes you can be upfront with workers and

do it in everyday working class language. We’re not “ultra-left”

- that used to be a way to describe groups who just used radical

language but had no connection to the working class. They’d

reject working in parliaments and local councils orworkingwith

other groups in united front movements.

The RedNetwork is strongly for using local councils and the Dáil

as a platform to mobilise workers and to take down the current

system. We were also the first to raise the need for a Cost of

Living coalition that was built like the water movement, as a

united front.

Just take a look at our page, Rebel Telly, it talks to workers in

their own voice. We’re not “ultra-left”. It shows how far the

debate has drifted that we could be accused of being ultra-left.

The other network, Rise, are for a very similar position to

the SWN. They are for the idea of a “ruptural” government.
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That might sound a bit abstract but what they mean is that

revolutionary socialists go into government with the softer left

and using protests and strikes break the system from within

government.

Catholics believe that the communion wafer becomes the body

of Christ. This is called “transubstantiation”. Not once has

somemagical act of“transubstantiation” turned some Labour

type of government into a revolutionary government because a

handful of socialists joined it or there were protests and strikes.

Not once.

Protests and strikes have forced concessions from such govern-

ments but never once transformed them into something they’re

not. Anyway, enough of that. So what do the Reds say?

We understand that getting rid of Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael is

themost important task of today. But we also don’t forget about

revolution just because it’s not on the cards today or tomorrow.

You see if youare a“stagist”- treating class struggle as different

“stages” separate from each other - you disarm the working

class.

Whenyou reach thenext “stage” youfind that there aren’tmany

workers clear on what happened and why it happened. When

you know the Irish revolution is out there in the future you have

to fight the day to day battles of the present but build up the

ranks of workers who know what this rotten system is and why

it has to go.

We want to operate on two tracks - one is pulling masses of
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REVOLUTION

workers into struggles that give them confidence and open them

up to socialist ideas. The other track is building up layers of

working class socialists who can help other workers and give

them a lead.

That means sometimes saying difficult things now to get re-

wards later. Like being honest about left government soworkers

are prepared for what’s coming.

Revolution breaks out when people feel they’ve run out of

options, they’ve tried left government and it didn’t work, when

the ruling class are fighting among themselves and there is such

an intense economic or political crisis that workers feel there’s

no way out.

Loads of workers and poor people flood onto the streets all

excited andfinding joy in their newpower. But all the old parties,

all the conservative union leaders, all the people leading NGOs,

they all try to jump in and divert the movement.

If there aren’t enough revolutionary socialists in place before

that moment comes then the revolution will be led by people

who will destroy it. Socialists aim to deepen a revolutionary

crisis and create a situation of “dual power” - that means that

there is an alternative state to challenge the old one.

How does that work? Imagine a general strike. If the workers

elected a decent strike committee and shut the country down

then the workers would have to decide if bread was made or

what transport should be allowed to run.
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Themore organised the strike is and the more disorganised the

government is the better. But this is a “dual power” situation.

There’s the old state that works for the rich and the workers are

creating their own decision making centres.

But us Reds want those decisions made by grassroots workers,

not bureaucrats as in most unions. We’d like to see circles of

workers take over their workplaces and strike. A general strike

run by delegates from occupied workplaces is the seed of a new

democratic state that is run by workers and for workers.

Revolution is when the dual power situation is won by the work-

ers and they set up their own workers’ democracy. Delegates

would be elected by popular vote and subject to recall - and

they’d be on a workers’ wage instead of the bloated wages the

TDs get.

Counter - revolution is when the dual power situation is won by

the old boss’s state and they come down on workers like an iron

fist. As Redmember Dave Smyth says:

“The concept of a left government has been popularised by the

growth of SinnFéin, but as someonewho spent over twodecades

involved with that party, I have an in depth inside grasp of the

reality of the trojan horse that today’s Sinn Féin is.

As such, I have some very hard-line views on so called left

government. As a revolutionary socialist I cannot appease the

concept of rupture or reformist ideas in any shape or form.

Therefore, I believe that no government can deliver for workers

within the current system and we need to bring down the entire
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REVOLUTION

establishment. We need to start over. We need to rewrite the

McQuaid/DeValera constitution. We need a modern revolution!

That said, and to coin a phrase, we are where we are! Given

that, I do support the overthrowing of the landlord parties who

have dominated for 100 years. In that sense, I have time for the

concept of socialists supporting a Sinn Fein led government

from opposition on a case-by-case basis under the correct

circumstances, whereby socialists hold the balance of power. In

such a scenario, socialist TD’s can force the change necessary

or bring the whole charade down!”

Well said Dave!

Ireland might be far from revolution right now but with eco-

nomic crisis and climate crop collapse on the way, bread riots

might not be as far away as some think. The point is we need to

be ready.

To be ready the left needs to be made up of workers who are

rooted inworkplaces and communities and identifiedasfighters,

as socialists.
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CENTRE THEWORKER

For decades the left has been in retreat. What they call “neo-

liberalism” - privatisation, outsourcing, the destruction of

public services and erosion of worker’s rights - pushed back

the working class. But victorious movements like the water

charges and the growing global strike wave now show there’s

still fight in our class!

Wherever the working class has been pushed back the left has

retreated into the colleges, becoming a left made up of students

and lecturers more so than a left of workers. The socialist left

here in Ireland made a massive stride forward when People

Before Profit was set up.

We broke out of the left ghetto and started relating to the

struggles of working class people out in the communities. We

wanted to leave behind the legacy of the Thatcher, Reagan and

Haughey years!

Many of us in theRedNetworkweremembers of the SWN(which
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CENTRE THEWORKER

was then called the Socialist Workers Party) when People Before

Profit was launched. We argued hard for a new left that went

out into working class areas and fought hard for those areas.

Red Network members are from those areas, so of course we

always fought hard for our friends, families and workmates. We

always will.

We built campaigns, nationally like on the bin tax, and locally

to save bus services or respite care. We won over a pool of blue

collarworking classpeople-particularly inBallyfermot andDun

Laoghaire. Later baseswere established inplaces likeClondalkin

andWest Belfast.

The key thing that attracted workers to the party was that it

talked to people where they were at. And while some leading

members played down socialist politicsmost of usworking class

members were upfront to people about being socialists. We

understood you could build broad and be a socialist.

You could win the ear of workers by being seen as the best

fighters locally - but you could also start to make socialism

appealing by attaching it to what was obviously a movement of

working class people fighting for change.

The real building began after the bank bailouts - we fought on

the household tax, we built campaigns with home help workers,

we supported dozens of strikes like the ones at MTL down the

docks and at Coca Cola. We helped workers’ occupations from

Waterford Glass to Thomas Cooks. But it was the water charges

movement that really brought tens of thousands onto the streets
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and raised the profile of the left.

Movements like that are a window of opportunity, they give you

a chance to rebuild the left and bring in lots of workers. We

spoke to rooms full of workers all over the country. But by 2016

the water movement was done and it was time to change front.

The repealmovementwas hugely popular inworking class areas,

but the activist base of the movement was much more college

educated, white collar and middle class. The climate movement

had a similar composition. The left began to change again.

The decline of mobilisation in working class areas, low turnouts

in council elections and the changing class of people who were

active meant a changeover in the activist base of the left too.

Those of us who wanted to “centre the working class” were told

to “drop class anger” and appeal to white collar workers.

We were told that anger sounded like “moaning” and that the

left needed to soften its image to target “white collar workers”.

We understand that the working class consists of blue collar

andwhite collar workers - but the left shouldn’t bend to the less

class conscious layers ofworkers, who often think of themselves

as middle class.

There should have been a clear focus onmaintaining our blue

collar working class activist base while engaging with more

white collar, middle class and student based movements. We

Redswant students to take part in the socialist left - butworkers

have to be at the heart of everything we do.
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Wewant to recruit students who understand that and are willing

to put workers to the fore.

As the class composition of the left changed more and more

academic jargon crept in. You’d see an article and think “no one

I know fromme area would read that!” Like attracts like. That’s

just the way things work.

A left that’s full of workers and gives off the whiff of being a

working class left will attract more workers. A left that’s full of

academics and students can put workers off coming tomeetings

and getting involved. The culture of the movement is different.

A student based left will attract more students. Themoralism

of student politics is also off putting to most workers. The

student left often talks down to workers and uses jargon and

when workers use swear words or talk the way we talk there’s a

pile on to criticise and condemn.

The Red Network is a working class network. We want the left

to be led by workers, made up of workers and talk like workers.

That means a serious strategy for winning unionmembers and

training them up in rank and file socialist strategies and tactics

in the unions.

That means putting more workers on left platforms, getting

more workers to write jargon free articles and promoting work-

ing class voices. Like attracts like. A party made up of workers

will attract more workers.

The left retreats into the colleges everytime struggle dips.
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Students play an important role on the left - they can often

move very quickly into struggle. Many students these days have

to work. But if student movements don’t connect to workers’

struggles they fall as quickly as they rise.

It’s more difficult to get masses of workers moving but when

they domove movements can be more sustained andmore of a

problem for the powers that be. An occupied college has great

symbolism, but that’s about it. An occupied workplace shuts

down the profit system.

The leadership of the left being in the hands of academics is

a legacy of defeat. We have to change that if we want to start

winning. Somewill say this is an attack on theory -what’s called

“workerism” - but we wantmore socialist theory, mademore

accessible to workers.

Strong working class socialist parties of the 1930s had students

and academics help workers to take a lead .They put workers at

the centre of everything they did. That’s what we want.

We are active on every issue that matters from the Cost of

Living crisis to the climate crisis - but in all these movements

we bring to the fore the power of workers to challenge the

corporate system. We also challenge groups that consciously or

unconsciously belittle the role of workers.

Every working class movement, like the Cost of Living demon-

strations, gives us a chance to bring more workers into the left,

but they’ll stick around if they sense that the left is alreadymade

up of workers just like them. The Reds are out to get that.
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YOU GOTTA SPELL OUTWHATYOU

WANTAND FIGHT FOR IT!

Struggle or theory? Strikes or strategy? We need both if we are

to win - yet many activists set them against each other. The

first step in building a revolutionary working class movement

is to get workers fighting back.

That’s the ABC of socialism. When workers fight we feel more

confident and a window of opportunity opens to convince

workers of an alternative system. But every protest or strike

in history raises strategic and tactical questions.

A worker might sense that the union leaders are getting ready

to betray them. What do you do? You can’t walk away from the

strike, you can’t leave the union, but how do you organise to

tackle that obstacle?

And isn’t it feckin’ obvious that a worker who has been on strike

before and has dealt with those problems before, who has read

up on past strikes and knows their stuff, isn’t it obvious that
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they should pass that on to other workers and teach themwhat

they know?

This is theworking class teaching theworking class in the course

of our struggles.

There’s been 150 years of working class strikes, protests, riots

and revolutions. Socialists like James Connolly summarised

their experiences. We have to be the memory of the working

class and constantly remind other workers that this game has

played out many times before.

TheRedNetworkwants to create a left that’smadeupofworkers

who have been through struggle and aren’t afraid of passing on

what they know to other workers. In fact we should be proud

of the struggles we’ve been through and proud to help other

workers understand the strategic and tactical problems they’ll

face. Socialist workers should be confident.

When the cops come along to a strike and say “there’s an

injunction on this picket you have to let the trucks pass!”

Straight away there’s an argument about what to do. Respect

the law? But the law iswrong.

Socialists would argue the law is written by the rich for the rich

and disobeying it depends on numbers - like when 70% didn’t

pay their water bill. You can break the laws of the rich if you’ve

got numbers with you.

A lot of workersmight have faith in the union bureaucrats at the

start of the strike and it might be hard to tell them the truth
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about how the leaders will act. But you have to have those

difficult conversations because later workers will say “they told

the truth!”

Now some of you will be thinking “this stuff is obvious!” but if

it’s so obvious why do some socialists argue against it despite us

having to do these things day to day?

Leading socialists in the main party often say “we don’t teach

the workers, struggle teaches!” - implying that the appropriate

strategies and tactics will just materialise automatically in the

course of struggle. But that just isn’t the case.

Workers who’ve been through previous fights need to pass on

what they learned - but more than that they have to help other

workers connect the dots and see how each fight connects to the

whole system and why capitalism needs to go.

Of course those who say “put socialist politics to the fore” but

then go and spout socialist politics using academic or middle

class jargon thatmostworkers don’t understand - that’s useless

too!

Blind struggle is useless as is abstract socialism.

The Rise group often talk about “eco-socialism” in an abstract

way and for example argue for a turf ban in a way that doesn’t

connect with working class and poor people. Their arguments

are pitched to student layers who are active on the environment.

They’ll tell you that they’ll recruit students now and then teach
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them to engage with working class areas later.

The SWN often take the blind struggle approach. They argue

that “struggle educates” and downplay disagreements within

movements. This leads to a frenetic style of campaigning where

the hope is that people join because they see you as the nice folk

doing loads of work.

Staff get burned out and often complain about “freneticism”.

But the problem is connected to the politics.

Now don’t get us wrong, the first step to winning the respect

of workers is to roll your sleeves up, take a lead and work hard

to get resistance moving. But that’s just the first step. When

workers take that first step you then need to take the next step -

and the next.

Nothing in history happens automatically. Strikes and protests

don’t automatically create more socialist workers. You have to

fight for that. You have to persuade. You have to convince.

Some of the leading SWNmembers don’t agree with this blind

struggle approach, but they don’t call out the more influential

leaders that do, even when they falsely describe activists who

want socialists politics as just wanting to “wave red flags” or

“talk about revolution on the doors!”

The SWN often maintains a division between the SWN and

the main party - for People Before Profit they play down

socialist politics and then the SWN offers very abstract socialist

educationals and abstract articles written in academic jargon.
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Their leaders are divided. Themore one group raises socialist

points in a jargony way the more the others push for blind

struggle as an antidote.

The more blind struggle, frenetic style campaigning causes

organisational and political chaos themore the other gang push

for more socialist politics. They both get something right and

both get something wrong. They both feed each others one

sidedness.

Academics unconsciously undermine workers. By arguing for

blind struggle they downplay the need for workers to have our

own theory. But then when theory is needed the academics are

always the only ones who can supply it. They don’t even see

they’re doing this because of the class they come from.

They are used to students listening to them and so they think

they can turn the left from one issue to another on a whim - as

if reality emanates from their ideas. They downplay workers’

own ideas but not their own.

This creates a frenetic chaotic organisation. Every small party

will have moments of intense activity and frenetic campaigning.

But not all day, every day. And there has to be a way to limit

it - through division of tasks, more control by members, clear

strategies.

The class structure of the system - where the middle class do

the thinking and the workers do all the work - is replicated

on the left. We should be challenging this, not unconsciously

replicating it.
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In the context of a college, where people might get lost in books,

saying “get out and fight!” fits the situation. But when you

go to a meeting with workers who are already ready to fight,

downplaying their political development weakens them.

Workers who’ve taken step 1 and are fighting then come to the

left and say “now we need step 2!” and they’re told to just keep

fighting and it will all just happen in struggle. They burn out.

They leave.

The Red Network is different from the other networks. We want

tobeupfront about socialist politics but inaworkingclass accent.

At the same time we are constantly at the heart of every protest

movement that’s going. You have to do both.

Working class socialist education isn’t about sitting around at

academicmeetings talking about the past in a disconnected way

- it’s about giving people the practical, theoretical, strategic

and tactical tools they need to take on the establishment in the

present.

Socialists may not have “all the answers” but after 150 years

of working class strugglewe’ve got a lot of them. We should be

proud of that. We know what the state is, we know the cops

aren’t on our side, we know why an economic crisis happens,

we know how union bureaucrats act.

Some will argue that the “Marxist method” is only about

expressing what the people are already demanding. But if we

just expresswhat people are already calling for thenyou’renever

at the front of the movement trying to lead it forward.
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Labour type parties take this to an extreme when they say

they represent the vast majority of workers. But for socialists

we can’t represent strikers and scabs, left wing workers and

reactionary workers.

We have to organise the most forward looking and help them

win over others.

Socialist politics has to be about looking at the situation you’re

in, assessing it clearly and then going out and winning workers

to your position. Decide what you want, go out and win people.

Fight for it.

The Red Network understands both how to enter into move-

ments we didn’t start to become the expression of that move-

ment but we also set out to win people to revolutionary socialist

politics.
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TACTICS MATTER (BUT DON’T

BULLSHIT PEOPLE)

You can’t just stand on the sidelines and call for revolution. No

worker in their right mind would respect you. Some try to make

a cartoon caricature of the Red Network and say we just want to

“wave red flags” and “talk about revolution on the doors!”

We have an elected Councillor, Madeleine Johansson, as a

member. She knows how to go out and win over working class

people. In fact she got re-elected during a council electionwhere

many on the left were wiped out and she successfully ran many

an election campaign for TD Gino Kenny.

We know that you need tactics - you need to learn to work with

other groups and formalliances on issues thatmatter toworking

class people. You need to look at the situation and decide what

issues will grow and then initiate campaigns.

This is what we did on the water charges - it was People Before

Profit who called together ameeting of some unions and parties
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like Sinn Féin to call the first Right2Water protest. The same

with the Cost of Living Coalition.

In fact it was the Red Network that called the first protest on the

cost of living by picketing the Green Party HQ in Dublin central

while we put in motions into People Before Profit asking for a

united front on the cost of livingwhen the partywas still focused

on climate actions.

We want to see as many working class people fighting back as

possible - and thenwewant to argue for socialismwhenwehave

their ear. Beating water charges was important - but as long as

the state is controlled by the wealthy they will claw their money

back another way.

Youcouldget depressedandsay“Ahsurewhat’s thepoint then?”

Thepoint is to see everybattle against the systemaspreparingus

for the biggest battle of all - a revolution. And towin a revolution

we need far more socialist workers.

You don’t winworkers over by standing on the sidelines, but you

won’t win them over if you aren’t clear what you want either.

Tactics are important, but don’t bullshit people.

Tactically it’s good for us to build big movements, to give

workers confidence, to show we can push back the ruling class.

We win credibility. Then when you talk to other workers they

listen.

Sowe don’t agreewith Sinn Féin on the ultimate goal, they think

you can please workers and bosses. You can’t. But by working
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with themon the streets in protestmovementswe actually take a

step towards our goal by bringing their working class supporters

out into action.

You get to win over their supporters and pull them away from

the leaders.

The same thing goes for elections. We don’t think you can vote

capitalism out of existence. But having socialists in the Dáil and

in local councils not only delivers for workers in the day to day

cases our representatives take on but they can use those stages

to talk to more workers.

Red Network member and Cllr Madeleine Johansson says:

“In my role as a PBP councillor I have learnt a lot about what it

means to be a socialist and an elected representative.

I have learnt that you have to resist the pressures that comewith

being elected - to “play the game” or soften your politics to “get

things done”. I believe that we need to stand firm against that

pressure and remember that we use state structures to build

movements, openly promote socialist ideas and to expose the

ruling class - not to manage a capitalist system that’s failing

working class people and destroying the planet.”

If a big movement like the water movement comes along and

then workers think “I want to vote for people who speak for this

movement!” and you don’t stand in elections because you think

“well I’m not for elections I’m for revolution!” you’ll be further

than ever from the revolution.
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If you don’t stand then someone who will betray workers will

stand instead. For most workers the argument will be the other

way around - they think that change can come from changing

the staff of the Dáil. But as long as most workers believe that

you have to use elections to talk to them and convince them

otherwise.

That’s what tactics are. But what about lying to workers? Is that

a tactic? Listen, you gotta be practical. Sometimes socialists

are going to have to lie - to the cops, to your union leader, to a

judge: “Yeah I promise I won’t protest again!” (immediately

grabs a megaphone!)

But you can never lie to our class - the working class. To

repeat: tactics are important but you can’t bullshit people. The

development of a working class leadership means a constant

conversation with the most militant workers whomay still be

outside the ranks of the left.

Thatmeans you can’t for example tell workers you’re going into

government in public and then have internal meetings where

you chat about Lenin and his view on the state in an abstract

theoretical way.

The idea that “first we bring workers out on the streets, then

we walk out of government talks, then workers will march for

our core demands!” is all premised on struggle automatically

bringing workers over to our side without the difficult and

constant work informing and educating workers.

Imagine going into war and not telling anyone except an elect
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few what the plan was? It’s elitist and it is very patronising. It’s

saying workers won’t understand our tactics. But we in the Red

Network are workers and we think we can talk to other workers.

We know our audience because we are the same people - we

are Community Employment workers, teachers, welders, lone

parents, we’re security guards, building workers. We are the

working people.

Our unions are run by a bureaucracy that’s loyal to the system

and will betray rank and file workers. You can say “well let’s

leave the unions!” and weaken your workplace. But you’ll just

sew depression and weaken our class. That’s not tactical.

Instead we say build a rank and file network in every union so

that we can organise to unite everyone that wants to fight back.

That’s tactical and that’s how we win over our workmates. Step

in and organise the union branch, get to be the shop steward, be

open that you organise like this because you’re a socialist.

Security worker Francis O’Reilly joined the Red Network to give

a lead to other security workers. He says: “I joined the Red

Networkbecause thegroupsupportsworkers rights andbuilding

stronger bottom up unions and wants to bring sharp working

class revolutionary politics in everyday people’s language!”

The Red Network is tactical and organised in a way that empow-

ers workers who join us.
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BE A LEADER

“We don’t teach the workers, struggle teaches!” You hear that

a lot in People Before Profit. Downplaying the role of politics

day in, day out. But if socialists don’t use their experience and

knowledge to help other workers not make the mistakes of the

past then what’s the point of organisation?

Should every struggle start from scratch? That’s bullshit. And

no socialist actually does that in practice because you have to for

example warn an anti-eviction protest that the cops are coming

and what the cops are likely to do based on past experience and

an understanding of the cops as an institution.

So if your theory contradicts the practical needs of the working

class movement then it’s a useless theory. But it does play a

role in belittling working class socialists, telling them to avoid

theory and thereby leaving the movement in the hands of those

whose job is theory - academics.

TheRedNetwork follows thegreat examples set byworking class
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socialists like the Italian Antonio Gramsci - he said “Agitate!

Educate! Organise!” Every workplace or working class com-

munity should be more active, more aware andmore organised

after socialists turn up.

A working class socialist should be themost respected person

in their workplace and community when it comes to fighting

back. They should use that to give a lead on issues and to raise

the level of politics as often as they can.

We need to throw out all the stock phrases that confuse and

demoralise workers. Every worker that gets active with the left

should be seen as a new leader, both a leader in their workplace

or community but also a leader on the left.

We should recruit working class leaders from strikes and

protests and where we can’t find them we should create them

from our own ranks - encouraging socialists to go out and

initiate the fight.

When you’remiddle class you worry that if you go out and argue

socialist politics withworkers youmight come across as “telling

workers what to do!” and yep that’s a problem. Something for

middle class socialists to worry about.

But when you are working class, already a part of the working

class, chatting with other workers about the best path forward

is about being on the level with them. Leadership isn’t about

being in some ivory tower talking down to people - it’s about

being on the level with people and raising them up.
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Leadership is like being a good shop steward in a workplace -

you’re on the same level as other workers but you’re the first to

call a strike or stand up to injustice and you’re open and honest

about strategy and tactics.

Every member of the Red Network should be a leader. If you

join us we’ll help you achieve the great potential that’s usually

ignored in most working class people - sometimes even on

the left. You can change the world - if you link up with other

workers who want to do the same. Electrical engineer Dave

Smyth explains why he joined us:

“For me, the work that we do and our ideas must resonate with

the working class and as such be easily understood, easy to

relate to and able to be readily popularised. Workers won’t

automatically understand socialism through struggle, and I see

our job as that of people who join the dots andmake the links

so we can popularise socialist ideas and do this by making our

arguments in everyday language and linking by using everyday

examples. Often socialists can get tied up in jargon that doesn’t

resonate with workers. I want to take our ideas to a wide

audience of workers. Red Network is about doing just that.”

We want you to be a leader and we will do our best to give you

all the tools and support you need to do that. If we can seed an

organic working class leadership throughout our class we can

change this country for the better.
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NO DIVISION (BUT DON’T BE A

MIDDLE CLASS MUPPET!)

The systemwill throw everything they can at us to try to stop the

working class from winning socialism. Divide and conquer is

an old tactic. If they can get workers fighting among ourselves,

then bosses sit back and laugh all the way to the bank.

The bosses will try to pay women workers less than men and

then try to make the men feel the demand for higher wages for

women is an attack on working men. It’s a trick to divide and

conquer. The bosses also like the idea of not having to pay to

raise the next generation of workers so they stuck that on the

backs of women.

Then the bosses’ media spread sexist ideas about women to

reinforce the whole set up. But we won’t win workers away

from the bosses’ ideas by havingmiddle class students lecturing

working class people about how we talk on twitter.

The twitter “pile on” drives working class people away from the
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left.

If the left wants to be a working class left we have to challenge

division in a way that makes sense to workers but also doesn’t

just push people away. There are lots of people who think that

activism is just about calling people out online.

Life is tough for us workers - we are belittled andmade to feel

small our whole lives. We are told we’re stupid, uneducated, our

estates are demonised and from the Church to the class bias of

the education systemwe are brought down.

The last thing a worker needs is to be told to get lost by some

middle class twit because they don’t know the right words

to use in a situation that’s new to them. That’s not about

empowering people - it’s smug class prejudice pretending to

be about liberation.

And there’s so much of it about right now. It makes the left a

bubble that’s only for an elite of college educated people who

studied the latest trendy theories. It’s another approach that

keeps workers away from the left, from leading themselves and

imposes middle class leaders on workers.

Someof us in the RedNetwork have been on loads of strikes. One

time down at the Irish Glass Bottle site in Ringsend there was

an occupation of the workplace. Across from the picket there

was a Traveller halting site.

The first day of the strike some workers were casually throwing

out slurs about the Travelling Community. We could have got
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on our high horses about it and walked off the strike. But then

we’d leave workers to fight alone and we wouldn’t have tackled

the division.

We said, in a friendly tone “Ah here lads that’s not the way it is”

and then explained the real life situation for that community

and why the state treats them so badly. After a few nights of the

Travellers bringing over food for the workers the workers were

embarrassed to say anything against them and would pull up

anyone who did.

We win people away from divisions in our class by rolling our

sleeves up and building fightback, by talking to people with

respect andon the level andby linkinggroupsupduring struggle.

That’s howwecanwinworkers away fromdivisionandempower

them.

Struggle fertilises the soil - but you have to make your argu-

ments too if you want to plant socialist seeds.

But the Travelling Community aren’t the only victims of racism

- migrant workers, refugees and others are on the receiving

end. Those divisions always weaken the working class. If you’re

blaming the housing crisis on poor people fleeing war then

you’re allowing our rulers to get off the hook.

There were 166,000 vacant homes in Ireland in 2022. And the

government continued to pander to vultures, landlords and

private developers. We should be looking up to those who are

cheating us, not kicking down and distracting ourselves from

real escape from a rotten system.
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The corporations have realised thatmostworkerswant progress.

Here in Ireland most working class communities voted for

Marriage Equality and Repeal. Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael lost

so many votes after the banking crash that they were forced to

appear to embrace this change.

Just like with corporate “woke” politics it’s about trying to

convince us that our problems are sorted, that there’s no

need to rise up and the ruling class are willing to change

things. A minority in the ruling class want to go back to the old

conservative politics - like Trump in the USA - but the majority

are willing to talk about change while defending capitalism.

The “liberal”wing of the capitalist classwill work us to the bone,

fight unionisation andmake us homeless but hand us a rainbow

flag. The authoritarian wing of the ruling class will do all the

same stuff but tear up rainbow flags.

We have to fight to overcome divisions in our ranks and unite

with all workers and oppressed people. But we can do that while

understanding that middle class pile ons keep the left middle

class and that corporate woke politics is a con that cheats us all

of real liberation.

One of the problems explaining this is that most opposition to

corporate woke politics comes from a nasty far right minority.

The far right in Ireland, for example, are people who want to

drag us back to the dark days of Church rule and child abuse

cover ups. We say no way!

That’s why it’s important we show we stand with all oppressed
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people when they are attacked and that when we criticise

corporate fake liberation - but we do it in a way that doesn’t

help the far right.

You can point out, for example, that Amazon put millions into

a fund against racism and at the same time put millions into a

fund for union busting. That shows their real face!

The Red Network is for confronting outright fascists when they

try to organise. The far right in Ireland are the former grassroots

of Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael whowere angry over repeal and now

want to punish poor people who come here for a better life.

Most of the leaders of the far right are wealthy people - former

editors of Catholicmagazines, discredited journalists, landlords

and builders.

They are Catholic extremists who long for the return of the dark

days of Archbishop McQuaid. So we can’t just let them build.

Most of the time the fascists are a tiny minority. But in times of

crisis the mainstream establishment can turn to fascists to help

put down workers.

We have to nip it in the bud.

Every society puts limits on what can be done or said. We

wouldn’t allow child abusers to go around advocating for a right

to “free speech” - to call for freedom to abuse! We don’t allow

people to shout “fire!” in a crowded room. It’d be stupid.

That’s because the child abuser’s supposed claim to “rights”
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would be about harming another group of people with rights

-kids. When a fascist says “I want to use free speech to call for

genocide, call for burning refugees in their homes or for more

attacks onmigrants!” What about the rights of those they want

to harm?

Hate speech leads to hate acts, hate speech is not free speech.

LGBTQ people have a right to free speech, black people have a

right to free speech, trade unionists have a right to free speech.

Fascists want to take all that away. Mussolini started by burning

down working class union halls.

If they try to take away free speech fromanyworker or oppressed

person then we have to stop them if we want to defend free

speech. Stopping fascists is defending free speech. You have to

choose - when one person’s right means the denial of another

person’s right.

Anyway if the fascists win then they will destroy all free speech

and start murdering people. No one gets “free speech” then.

We believe in “no platform” for outright fascists. Every time

they organise attacks onminorities begin. Workers should be

champions of all the oppressed!

We need to stand up to division, win over workers by standing

with them in struggle and talking to them on the level, at the

same time we should oppose middle class pile ons on workers,

corporate fake “woke” politics and stand up to any fascist rats

when they try to organise.
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REBEL TELLY

We run Rebel Telly. We think you can put out socialist politics

and talk with a working class voice using social media. Every-

where we go working class people tell us they love Rebel Telly.

Themain thingwe all need to do is get out andfight back - social

media isn’t fighting. But it’s a useful addition.

RTE and the mainstream news often don’t cover strikes and

protests andwhen they do theymostly offer the bosses view. We

use Rebel Telly to help get the word out on strikes and protest

movements from the workers’ mouths.

We’ve interviewed striking ambulance drivers, the Debenhams

workers and helped share stories that would have been lost

otherwise.

We have interviewed so many campaigns too from the family of

TerenceWheelock to the disability campaigners in Access For

All. We’ve built up a really good working class audience and a

good reputation over the last fewyears andwewant tomassively
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expand on it.

By talking the way workers talk Rebel Telly often rivals the

bigger left parties for engagement on social media. But we need

more workers to join the team and help us expand. There is so

much potential in Rebel Telly and our new Red Talks podcast

hosted by Longford socialist Barbara Smyth!

Rebel Telly regular James O’Toole explains why he thinks Rebel

Telly is important:

“As someone originally from FatimaMansions flats I think it’s

important there’s a left that speaks the way ordinary people

speak, so they recognise themselves in us. We get a great

response to Rebel Telly and people are constantly coming over

to us on protests and saying they follow it!”

Anyonewho joins the RedNetwork iswelcome to help us in front

of or behind the camera. We are a collective and every opinion

matters. Join us and let’s grow the Rebel Telly team.
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WHATYOUWAITIN’ FOR?

Why join the Red Network? Because we are working class

people who are fighting for real change and we have a clear

understanding ofwhere the left is at andwherewe think it needs

to go. We see things clearly and we know what needs to change

for the left to succeed.

We know we’re a small part of People Before Profit but so are

all the other networks. After 50 years in existence the SWN has

about 120 activists. Rise recently left the Socialist Party to join

PBP and they have around 30 activists.

There are great activists in all these networks that we work with

in local branches every day. We want to win them over to Red

politics and think that this would benefit the main party.

Everyone on the left is just a small stream trying to build a

larger river. We know this. But we think we have something

very important to contribute to the larger movement.
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We want to see People Before Profit grow into a real mass

working class party with strong socialist politics that workers

understand. AnneWall fromClonmel explains howRedNetwork

has inspired her to build PBP:

“I was at a point when I had become disillusioned and unsure of

the direction PBP was taking. I was also, at this point, unsure of

my place within PBP, then along came Red Network. To me it

was like a breath of fresh air. I had thought I was a lone wolf but

discovered that I wasn’t, others shared the same concerns.

We came together and over the past 2 years have empowered

and encouraged each other to be the best that we can be. I know

I have grown in confidence as I feel my views are respected and

listened to seriously.

PBP is a party that advocates working with the working class for

the working class, Red Network puts that into practice. Our

website and publications are written in easy to understand

language, we speak to people and not at or down to people.Red

Network is about respect, respecting those within the network,

the other networks within the party, the wider party and the

general public.”

There are thousands of passive members in PBP that we want

to inspire to become activists, beyond them there are about 40

thousand voters who vote socialist, they need to eventually be

pulled into activism and into organising if we really want an

Irish revolution.

There are also workers out there who are good shop stewards,
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who are in community groups, who’ve never joined any party.

We have to convince them that there’s a political home for them

and that by uniting in one big left party we will all be stronger.

Themost forward looking layers in the working class are frac-

tured, divided andmostly don’t have socialist politics. There’s a

long road ahead - of struggle and debate that will lead to future

amalgamations of groups. The formation of a really big socialist

party will require working with many streams.

And we can only get there throughmany strategic, tactical and

theoretical debates. Thosewho try to stop these debates or claim

they’re a “distraction from struggle” are claiming to have the

all the answers themselves and so don’t want anyone else’s

opinion.

We will not win over all the different strands of workers and

fighters out there if we can’t accept debate and discussion.

We are at the early stages of the formation of a rooted Irish

revolutionary left.

We have something to say in debates about the future of the left.

There should be room in PBP for many strands to work together

and to discuss strategy and tactics as we walk along the same

path.

If you want to join a working class network that talks the talk

and walks the walk, that has strong revolutionary politics but

also relates to where other workers are at, that fights hard but

wants you trained up to lead, that’s principled but tactical - then

what are you waiting for? Join us!
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Wewill help you grow, we will learn from you and you will learn

from us. Working class activists need to march side by side.

Come to a Red Network meeting or meet one of us for a coffee -

you’ll see we are the real deal. As member Dave Smyth says:

“After almost 2 years, the Red Network has proved its worth

in so many ways. Members have had their confidence raised

by building campaigns and working as a team on social media

projects as well as learning from each other as well as both

utilising and growing each other’s individual skills.

Red Network is a collective, a cooperative. It is a growing

group of revolutionary socialists seeking to make a positive and

principled difference in howa political partywe all love develops

and grows.

For me, the Red Network is about togetherness, socialism,

positivity, equality and fairness in a way that is refreshing and

ensures that struggle is always about change from below.”

From theCost of Living to the escalating climate crisis -working

class revolts are coming. We need to get ready for the fight! Join

us now!

Sign up to the Reds at www.rednetwork.ie or just talk to any

member!

Email us: info@rednetwork.ie

Join the main party herewww.pbp.ie/join
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Check out the Red Talks podcastwith Barbara Smyth on Spotify

and other platforms.

Check out our social media voice, Rebel Telly, on Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter and TikTok!

For further reading: “The Irish State & Revolution” and “The

Return of Class War Trade Unionism” by James O’Toole and

“ReformorRevolution: Sweden, Socialism&theWelfareState”

by Madeleine Johansson are available from Red Network books.
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